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Abstract
Introduction: Burned patient care needs the involvement of a multidisciplinary team, and nursing is a key role in this care since it is
the professional category in constant contact with the patient and
his family. However, nursing faces challenges on the care for burned
victims and their constant exposure to suffering and pain.

Objective: To identify the challenges of the nursing staff in the care
of burned patients according to scientific literature.

Method: This is a literature research, conducted between April and
May/2016 in the Latin American databases and Caribbean Health
Sciences (LILACS), the Nursing Database (BDENF) and the Medical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System online (MEDLINE), available
on the Virtual Health Library (VHL), and Google Scholar, using the
keywords: “Nursing” and “Burn Units” with Boolean operator AND.
The keywords crossing resulted in 282 scientific publications, of which
14 articles were selected addressing the topic, through the inclusion
criteria: full-text availability, published between 2011 to May/2016, in
Portuguese and English. The articles in duplicate (published in more
than one selected database) were excluded.
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Results: The following challenges were observed in the nursing staff:
assistance to the burned patient and guided planning in the Nursing
Process (NP), related to the appropriate hemodynamic monitoring,
control of infectious processes and pain; emotional professional support that the victims watch sensitized, exposed to pain, suffering, and
guilt, often involved in the professional-patient-family cycle, arousing
mixed feelings of grief and gratitude.

Conclusions: It is necessary to understand these challenges and
provide continuing education and inputs that support assistance guided to the nursing process. Moreover, it is essential to promote emotional support through health institution, encouraging professionals
to report their anguish and difficulties to cope with the stressful and
limiting factors in the work process involving the care of burned
victims.

Introduction
Burns are traumatic injuries caused by thermal, chemical, electrical, biological or radioactive agents.
They act in the human body tissues lining (epithelial,
connective, muscle and nerve), causing the partial
or full destruction of the skin and its appendages,
reaching deeper layers of subcutaneous tissue, muscles, tendons, and bones. [1]
It is a public health problem, although it is not
part of prevention campaigns provided by the state
or federal levels to guide the population in accidents
involving fire or those predictable accidents. In Brazil, it represents a million accidents per year and
2,500 people direct or indirectly die because of the
injuries. The main victims are usually children under
15, young male adults and the elderly. According
to the World Health Organization (WHO), about
300,000 people die annually worldwide because
of burns, where the women, young and disadvantaged economically people are the main affected.
[2, 3, 4]
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These injuries are measured in degrees, according
to the depth of tissue trauma, that is according to
the skin layers impairment. In the 1st degree burn,
the impairment is limited to the epidermis, in the
2nd degree, the epidermis is involved as well as part
of the dermis and in the 3rd degree, the burns destroy the epidermis and dermis and may reach the
subcutaneous tissue, tendons, ligaments, muscles,
and bones. In the 4th degree, the burns affect all
layers of the skin, underlying fat, muscle, bone, and
internal organs. [1, 5, 6]
There is also the evaluation of the burn´s extension. The size of the affected body area can be done
through the Rule of Nine with nine points representing the parts of the body, and the Lund-Browder
Table, using a proportion of the body about age
and a standardized value, contributing to an adequate fluid replacement. The injuries can be called
small, medium and large according to the extent of
the injury and may be small with a length of 10%
-20%, medium and large with over 20% of the
affected body area. [1]
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The burned patient care needs the involvement
of a multidisciplinary team including nurses, nursing
technicians, doctors, physiotherapists, nutritionists,
psychologists, speech therapists, dentists, and social
workers. Nursing plays a fundamental role in this
care, being the professional category in constant
contact with the patient and his family, providing
physical and emotional support. [7]
However, nurses and nursing technicians face
challenges in the care for burned victims due to the
sudden hospitalization of the patient, affecting their
routine habits, independence, and image, making
the professional work an environment with pain,
suffering, depression and uncertainty about their
recovery. This setting affects the psychologically and
physically of these professionals since the workload
tends to stress the team.
Nevertheless, improved discharge and return visits
are aspects contributing to the professional remaining in the sector. Although the nursing witnesses
and provides care in pain and suffering moments, it
also acts in the continuous emotional rehabilitation
of the patient, providing measures to ease painful
procedures or just showing interest in patients´ improvement. [5, 7]
Based on this, this work is justified by the need to
understand the difficulties that nurses and nursing
technicians face when taking care of the burned patients, adults or children, seeking to identify factors
that burden the professional in the exercise of care.
Thus, it contributes to knowing the professionals´
profile and the dynamics of their work environment,
allowing the reader to know the team is providing
care for burned victims.
In this context, the question is: what are the challenges faced by the nursing team in the care of burned patients? To answer this question, the objective
of this paper is to identify the challenges of nursing
staff in the care of burned patients according to the
scientific literature.
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Method
This is a literature research of qualitative approach
about the challenges faced by the nursing team in
the care of burned patients.
A research was carried out to identify the necessary publications to the study in April and May/2016
in the databases Latin American and Caribbean
Health Sciences (LILACS), Nursing Database (BDENF)
and Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System
Online (MEDLINE), all available in the Virtual Health
Library (VHL), and Google Scholar, using the keywords: “Nursing” and “Burn Units” with Boolean
operator AND.
The crossing keywords resulted in 282 scientific
publications with 14 articles selected addressing
the topic of the study, through the inclusion criteria: full-text availability, published between 2011 to
May/2016, in Portuguese and English. The articles
duplicated (published in more than one selected database) were excluded.
For the organization of the publications, they
were cataloged in 11 publications according to the
title, author, year, database, type of study, observed
challenges and link (for quick access to the file).
This data compression facilitated the visualization
of the studies. The articles were analyzed using
critical-reflective reading and then, the results were
elaborated as: “Burned patient care.”

Results
As an essential part of the patient treatment, care
is a way to promote prevention and recovery, being
a competence of the health areas, especially nursing. When this care is related to the provision of
assistance to the burned victims, the care act leads
the professionals to experience a diverse everyday
life, with technical and scientific knowledge required, as well as emotional preparation, since these
workers perform complex and repetitive care and
deal with the pain and the process of death and
dying. [2, 3]
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After reading and a detailed analysis of the scientific papers, it was observed that the challenges are
linked to two difficulties: burned patient care, performing infection control interventions, planning
and hemodynamic monitoring; and emotional support to the nursing staff when the professional has
to deal with the double day of giving and receiving
help in the psychological context.

Burned Patient Care
Nursing has enjoyed progress in the burned people
treatment, and it has been increasingly necessary
to expand scientific knowledge for the professional.
Knowing how to identify causes, classify its depth,
verify the extent and location of the injury and necessary actions are the basic requirements to promote effective interventions. However, there are still
challenges to be overcome, such as the appropriate
care planning, working in infection control and the
burned patient complex monitoring. [8]
Patients who have suffered some burn have physical and emotional commitment damage. Nursing
care is needed in situations like this, where treatment
must be immediate and effective. However, besides
it is a technical knowledge care, it is also established by the availability of professionals for clarifying
doubts and encouraging on fears and anxieties. [2]
When planning, the nursing staff must be attentive to the level of commitment and the nurses
should apply the Systematization of Nursing Assistance (SNA), performing data collection, identifying
the possible causes of the problem and signs and
symptoms that define nursing diagnoses, to then
planning the care establishing priorities in the implementation according to the clinical findings and
information collected. Daily changes of these priorities should be made according to the patient, and
it is vital that the nursing staff is attentive to minor
changes in the parameters and can establish a relationship of trust with the patient, in an attempt to
create a bond and provide more effective care. [2]
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The observation of these aspects becomes a challenge for the team since the care maintenance is
linked to a plan, being necessary critical thinking
and good interaction with the patient who may
have some obstacles defined by the nursing diagnoses such as Impaired Verbal Communication; Defensive Coping and Impaired Resilience.

Infection control
The infections are one of the most serious complications of burned patients since the injury conditions
can predispose to bacterial growth. In the context
of hospital infections, the burned patient injury infection is the most prevalent and involves rigorous
prevention by professionals, visitors, facilities, and
equipment. [9, 10]
Its prevention begins with sanitizing hands before
and after contact with the patient and the use of
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). Then, preventive measures are followed to procedures performed
in the bath as the rapid removal of exudate and
necrotic tissue, preventing the proliferation of microorganisms. Sterile technique and tools shall be
used to avoid cross-contamination as well as the
care when changing the dressing and the venous
catheter.
Furthermore, the balneotherapy, debridement,
and topical therapy considerably reduce infections
and, consequently, reduce the mortality of patients
with infection. It is noticeable that dealing with
this preventive picture critical thinking through the
use of SNA is required, enabling to understand
and identify potential infectious processes, thus
demonstrating the applicability of the Nursing Process in assisting burned patients. Based on this, it is
necessary enough professionals to assist the patient
without having excessive workload fully, and the
care is provided in a comprehensive and effective
way. [9, 10]
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Pain
Pain in burned victims should be observed at the
first evaluation. Considered as the fifth vital sign,
pain needs to receive attention and be recorded,
registering and controlling it. Thus, it is necessary
to educate the staff to deal with the pain and
how to manage it. The effectiveness of treatment
can be measured by pain when there is a reliable
information collected. For this, a good relationship between patient and professional is needed
both having an effective dialogue. However, the
great challenge of the nursing staff is to deal
with the pain. Due to academic failure preparing
professionals who can work with the pain, there
is a lack of evaluative, individualized and biological knowledge beyond the technical capacity
of care. These and other factors are crucial for
a consistent evaluation of pain reported by the
patient. [11]
Burned Patient complex monitoring
The burned patient is usually hemodynamically unstable, with the loss of capillary integrity, hypovolemia, and inadequate oxygen supply to the effective
maintenance of cardiac output, essential to have
continuous hemodynamic monitoring so the clinical
picture can be monitored, with systemized care and
optimized treatment. However, the nursing team often faces challenges regarding the measurement of
vital signs, breathing pattern, hemoglobin saturation, urine output, body temperature, monitoring
of central venous pressure and pulmonary artery
pressures, evaluation of the lactate, cardiac output
measurement, electrocardiogram and perform serial testing because there is no availability of materials or skilled professionals. [12]
The monitoring process become more complex
with the patient´s physical condition, preventing to
verify the oxygen saturation with pulse oximetry due
to edema, the setting of cardiac monitoring electrodes and the use of sphygmomanometer due to skin
integrity of the injury, or other more invasive monitoring, such as pulmonary artery catheter, central
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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venous pressure (CVP) and mean arterial pressure
(MAP). Obstacles like these make the process look
even more complex, requiring a good articulation
of the whole team to circumvent the challenges and
to provide appropriate care. [12]

Emotional Support To The Nursing Staff
In many situations, the patient who suffered some
trauma becomes a difficult and complex patient
for care and the nursing care provides physical and
emotional support, considered a challenging task.
The professionals have difficulties to be involved
with the situation, facing daily mixed feelings of
grief and gratitude. [3]
Suffering is evidenced when the professionals
are placed in the patient´s shoes, or they imagine
their families in the same situation, when they feel
powerless to help, especially in the management of
pain, which is a nursing activity, or when caring for
a suicide patient, awakening different emotions in
the professional observing that the patient wanted
to take his life. [11, 13, 14]
However, according to the literature, the situation that generates more suffering is the care for
the child burned victim. Observing the patient suffering, the professional imagine their children or
relatives in the same situation. In some cases, this
thought makes a more humanized care. There are
still cases where the child is feeling guilty, sorry for
his disobedience, being even a more distressing
work, because besides facing the pain, the patient
feels guilty. In other cases, the team tends to blame the parents for the problem, and that feeling
interferes with the care provided and conviviality.
[11, 13, 14]
On the other hand, gratitude appears most often
in hospital moments, reflecting the success of the
team, but also as a challenge to work in a burn
unit seeking rehabilitation. Receiving the patient´s
visits after discharge is seen as a rewarding time.
However, it was noted that following the report of
gratification, it was always evident that the work
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is exhausting and challenging, which highlights the
need for emotional support to the nursing staff.
[3, 14]

Discussion
It is known that the nursing professionals are the
closest professionals to the patient, providing ongoing support and being daily exposed to stressful
and challenging situations. This is well evidenced
in the care of burned victims and the patient monitored during the rehabilitation process, being an
arduous task that involves a lot of physical and emotional exhaustion.
The professional is prepared to provide the technical care, and when starting it, he faces challenges
in this area, since it is a specific and careful care,
and it requires professional theoretical domain and
grounding on SNA to provide a structured service.
When dealing with the burned patients, the challenging task is to maintain physiological stabilization of the victim. However, limiting factors such as
not having a place on the skin for placing the monitoring equipment or unable to control the infection
and the body temperature makes the professional
victim of his work, exposed to situations that the
immediate need of the customers is damaged due
to these limitations. [9,12]
Moreover, the emotional suffering becomes present in the work routine. Dealing with adults and
children who suffer, take care to insert them back
into the society without so many traumas that make
them suffer prejudice, imagining their families in the
same situation or having a place on the skin to place
monitoring equipment are limiting factors at work
and generate a sense of emotional exhaustion, making the professional victim of his work.
This daily confrontation shows that nursing professionals need emotional support who can share
their anxieties and frustrations to be heard, understood and supported. Working emotional control is
a way to improve the work of the nursing staff,
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making it more human and prone to understand
the cultural and family context of each patient, providing an individualized and effective care focused
on the application of SNA so that care measures are
comprehensive and effective. [2, 3, 14]

Conclusion
The results show that the work of the nursing staff
with burned victims is challenging both for the technical issue with a healthcare planning guided in the
NP, involving proper monitoring and tight control of
infectious processes and pain, as the emotional issue, leading to sensitized and exposed victims pain,
suffering, and guilty. Understanding these difficulties, a new way for proposals to support these
professionals is open, seeking to understand the
context of the operation and the type of care provided, always showing that the physical and especially
mental health of workers should be observed and
support for the health institutions. It is necessary
to follow these professionals and encourage them
to share the feelings experienced so that the work
becomes more fluid and less stressful.
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